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File Number: 2284 D08 Survey Date: December 30, 2008

Name of Vessel: Luna Sea Official Number: CF 3029 GW

Port of Registry: California Home Port: N/A

Survey Requested By: Mr. Dan Knox

Address: 95 Minna Street, San Francisco, Ca. 94105

Phone: 415-869-1300

LOCATION OF VESSEL AT TIME OF SURVEY

In the Water : NOT VIEWED
Out of the Water : Bay Marine, Pt. Richmond, Ca.
Vessel’s Intended Use : Pleasure

VALUATION

Estimated Fair Market Value: $ 58,000.00
Estimated Replacement Value: $ 185,000.00

This is the FIRST of 17 pages.
___________________________

Kent Parker
NAMS, Certified Marine Surveyor

LUNA SEA
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HULL

Designer : Alan Gurney
Builder : Islander Yachts
Building Site : Irvin, Ca
Year Built : 1980
Displacement : ~13,450 lbs. ballast = 5,450 lbs.
Hull Number : XLY365790380-1
Type of Hull : Islander 36 sloop
Construction : Fiberglass hull, fiberglass deck with plywood core
Length : 36' 1"
Beam : 11' 2"
Length Waterline : 28' 3"
Draft : 6'
Floor Timbers : Plywood 3/4" fiberglass tabbed to hull stubbie
Keel Bolts : Steel, painted over
Type of Ballast : External ~5,450 lbs.
Type of Keel : Fin with stubbie above
Stem : Fiberglass
Sheer Clamp : Fiberglass inward flange through bolted through toe rail
Rudder : Fiberglass, cored
Rudder Shaft : Stainless steel
Steering : Wheel, cable to aluminum quadrant
Mast Step : On keel (see notes regarding drainage)
Bulkheads : Plywood, fiberglass tabbed to hull
Escape Hatch : One forward, companionway hatch aft
Cabin Top : Fiberglass, with molded non-skid
Cabin Sides : Fiberglass
Deck : Fiberglass, plywood cored with molded non skid
Toe Rail or Bulwark : Aluminum toe rail
Cockpit Type : Self bailing well

Comments:

“LUNA SEA” was originally built by Islander Yachts in Irvin, Ca. to a design developed by
Alan Gurney. Its hull is hand laminated fiberglass using polyester resin with alternating
layers of chopped strand mat and woven roving glass fiber cloth. The deck and cabin top
are cored with plywood. The hull to deck joint is a typical inward flanged bedded with
butyl and through bolted through a full length anodized aluminum toe rail. Internal
plywood bulkheads are fiberglass tabbed to the hull. There is an externally mounted ballast
keel through bolted to a deep keel stubbie.

Areas of the hull, cabin and internal hull and deck structures that were available for
viewing were found without significant structural issues.
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TOPSIDES

The topsides are gel coated with a painted shear strip and cove strip and show good gloss
for the vessel’s age. This vessel was at the end of a sizable repair to the starboard topsides
which was the result of an impact due to collision. The area is just forward of the starboard
forward lower chain plate and shows a variance in gel coat color in an area approximately
2’ x 3”. There was an un-finished area of gel coat repair at the bow. The starboard topsides
also shows an apparent cosmetic gel coat repair amidships approximately 6’ in length.
There is staining of the gel coat under the transom to approximately 2 ½’ forward at both
the port and starboard hull sides. There are a few minor streaks at mid hull from apparent
dock contact.

HULL BELOW THE WATERLINE

This vessel had been hauled out of the water for the topside hull repair for about three
weeks prior to this inspection. The bottom surfaces had been painted a few days before the
inspection.

Hull surfaces were tap tested with a 4 oz plastic headed hammer. Tap testing is used to help
identify areas of possible upper laminate bond failures or compromised core material. In
addition to producing an audible sound tap testing creates vibrations the differences which
can help to identify laminates that have de-bonded from a core material. The variances in
hammer “bounce back” or return are also clues to a structures condition.

The majority of surfaces of the hull and keel tapped out hard with no indications of
significant bond failures or delaminations. There were three small voids discovered which
were circled with white chalk and photographed.
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The hull surfaces show a distinct ridge or un-fairness about 4” below the waterline at both
sides of the hull. It was reported that the vessel had a boot top strip at the waterline which
was painted over with bottom paint. The observed ridge appears more distinct that a
painted strip would offer.

Areas of the hull forward and aft of the keel show without stress cracks as could be
expected from a keel impact. There is roughness at the forward edge of the keel from
possible impact. The leading edge (center) of the hull/keel is a un-fair line.

The bottom paint is smooth and was found well adhered when scrap tested. There were no
indications of blistering.

Underwater metal to include the propeller, shaft strut, lower rudder gudgeon and the
through hull flanges show without indications of wastage from corrosion. Engine shaft
showed without indications of pitting.

A zinc anode shaft collar and a Max propeller anode were installed new at this haul out.
There are to small disc anodes on the shaft strut. Owner should monitor the condition of
the anodes in six months time to determine the rate of corrosion of the anodes and the
timing for anode replacement.
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RUDDER & STEERING

Tap testing and inspection of the rudder blade revealed no areas of bond failures or
delaminations at the sides or leading edge of the rudder blade. There was no significant
movement from wear at the lower rudder gudgeon. The cast gudgeon was found
reasonably hard when tap tested with a metal scrapper. When centered with the hull
centerline, the bottom of the rudder is slightly off centerline to starboard.

The upper shaft tube bearing was found tight around the shaft with no obvious wear.
There was no leakage noted at the gland. Hull surfaces radiating outwards from the rudder
tube show without indications of damage due to impact or stress.

Steering is via a folding Lewmar wheel to chain within the steering pedestal at the wheels
shaft to 7 x 19 stainless steel cable directed by idler sheaves to a cast aluminum quadrant
attached to a stainless steel rudder shaft. The steering cable shows without broken wire
strands where accessed and idler sheaves show good alignment. The cable tension is
adequate. Cable is attached to the quadrant with thimbles to adjusting eyes. The quadrant
is well secured to the rudder shaft and has bee provided with a stop.

An autopilot is attached to a separate rudder arm. Pilot is securely mounted and shows
without leakage at its shaft seal. One nut was found missing from one of the outboard
mounting bolts.

DECK AND CABIN

Areas of the deck, cabin top and cockpit areas were tap tested.

All areas were found hard and without evidence of outer laminate bond failure or degraded
core material. The wood hand rails on the cabin top were found tight to the cabin top, tap
without vibration (which would define looseness and possible leak issues).

The outer frames of the opening cabin side port holes appear tight to the cabin sides. Their
rubber gasketing was found pliable and those that were tested opened easily. Many of the
port hole hinge pins show minor corrosion deposits. These deposits can cause friction when
opening the port holes due to increased pivot pin size (due to the corrosion deposits) and
cause the plastic around the pins to crack. Consider spraying with a suitable lubricant to
displace moisture. Gaskets are pliable and no indications of leakage were observed.
The forward hatch top appears without crazing, has soft gasketing and latches securely.

The outer frames of the fixed cabin side windows were found tight to the cabin side.
Windows are clear and show without yellowing or crazing. No indication of internal
leakage was noted. Owner reported recently replacing all cabin side windows.

INTERIOR

Varnish coatings on the interior cabinetry wood work appear recently applied and are in
very good condition. The interior shows less than average use for the vessel’s age.
Cabinetry is lacking in dents and dings common to interiors of this size. The cabin sole
shows faded varnish and a variety of dents and cracked varnish areas as would be expected
for a vessel that experienced regular service duty.
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The varnish coatings on the cabinetry are clear and show without water staining. One area
of water staining was found on the cabin sole inboard of the forward end of the starboard
sette.

There was a small amount of rust stains at both port and starboard chain plates indicating
previous leakage. Tap testing the plywood bulkheads around and under the chain plates
found all surfaces hard. There was dampness under the starboard upper chain plate. All
chain plates should be re-bedded.

The cushions show without significant staining, tears or stretched out fabric.

The bilges were found dry and generally clean. No evidence of stress cracking from
possible keel impact was noted in the bilges are at internal grid structures. The keel bolts
are painted and the nut profile shows without evidence of wastage from corrosion. The
forward most nut has not been painted due to the difficult access.

Tabbing bond failure was found at the aft starboard tabbing of the plywood partition
under the forward bunk which is just forward of the holding tank. The failure is on the
partition, not the hull attachment. The port side tabbing shows cracked glass fibers in the
full length of the tabbing (aft side of partition) primarily in the fillet of the tabbing. The
fiber cuts are clean (not contaminated due to age) and are suspected to have occurred
during the recent starboard side impact.
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ENGINES AND FUEL SYSTEMS

Number of Engines : One
Type of Engine : Diesel
Number of Cylinders : Three
Horse Power (each) : ~ 20.1 kw @ 3489 rpm
Make : Yanmar
Model : CYM30
Serial Number(s) : E07023
Ventilation : Natural
Flame Arrestor : Not needed
Drip Pan : Molded, found clean below
Cooling System : Fresh water cooled via heat exchanger
Exhaust System : Water cooled
Exhaust Line Mat’l : Water mix to hose and fiberglass silencer to hose
Engine Gauges Fitted : RPM, Hours (358) and warning light at Yanmar panel
No. of Fuel Tanks : One
Location of Tanks : Under cockpit
Tank Material : Aluminum
Capacity : 32 gallons reported in Mauch's Sailboat Guide
Fill Pipe Location : Aft deck
Vented : Yes
Shut-off Valves : At top of tank
Type of Fuel Lines : J-1527 /USCG Type A fuel hose
Fuel Filters : Racor 500 fg
Are Flexible Fuel Line Sections Fitted? Yes
Are Fuel tank Securing Straps Installed? Top brace is loose, lip at base secures tank
Propeller Shaft Size : 1 "
Shaft Material : stainless steel
Propeller : 3 blade feathering "Max" ~ 12" diameter
Shaft Bearings : rubber cutlass

Comments:

Engine is clean and appears to have been well maintained. This is a relatively new
installation and shows as such. There were no indications of movement at the mounts.
Engine stringers were found well built and have been altered to accommodate the new
engine. A few of the mounting bolts were torqued and found holding well. There was no
indication of oil, fuel or water leakage. The hoses are tight at their connections are in
serviceable condition. Engine is well painted, clean and shows without areas of surface
corrosion. There is a loose set screw in the coupling however it was not removed for
examination or to check if the shaft has been dimpled to accept the set screw. Owner
should consider removal for examination. The transmission oil seal is weeping enough to
splatter fuel. Observe during operation.
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The exhaust connections show without indications of leakage and all hose connections are
double clamped.

There is an “Max” feathering 3 blade propeller that shows without wear or corrosion
deposits. The rubber cutlass bearing shows without wear and the engine shaft was found
centered in the bearing. Shaft turned easily by hand. Blade tips were found balanced when
tested with a fixed point of reference.

There is a single aluminum fuel tank mounted beneath the cockpit sole. The majority of the
tank is inaccessible for viewing. No smell of fuel was noted near the tank. Engine was not
activated during this inspection.
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Life Jackets : N/A
Condition : Not individually inspected
Lifebuoy : Lifesling
Flares : Not noted
Horn : N/A
Small Boats : None on board
Bilge Pumps : Two
Pump Type : (1) Whale Guzzler manual, (1) Whale Gulper 220 12 volt
Location : Cockpit, below starboard sette
Compasses : One
Make : Ritche
Size : 6"
Lifelines : Yes, double with gates port and starboard
Pulpit : Yes, stainless steel tubing
Aft Pulpit : Yes, stainless steel tubing with gate section

Comments:

Life line cable ends were found without stress cracks. There is some very minor staining at
the cable ends. The 12 volt pump was found operable. No compass deviation card was
noted onboard. Safety gear to include life jackets, signal flares and signaling device were
not examined during this inspection.

SEA CONNECTIONS

USE QTY MATERIAL VALVE CONDITION
Cockpit Drains : 2 plastic none appears good
Engine Intake : 1 bronze ball working
Sink Drain : 1 bronze ball working
Head Intake : 1 bronze ball working
Head Discharge : 1 bronze ball working
Head Sink Drain : 1 bronze ball working
Stuffing box type : bronze, flax packing
Condition : appears good
Head : One manual
Holding Tank : Polyethylene
Vented Loop in Discharge: To tank

Comments:

All ball valves were found operable. The head intake and head discharge valves show
corrosion deposits from prior weepage. Hoses were found tight at their connections and in
serviceable condition. See findings for additional details.
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GROUND TACKLE

Number of Anchors : Two
Type of Anchors : Danforth
Chain Size : 3/8"
Amount of Chain : N/A
Rope Size : 1/2"
Amount of Rope : N/A
Anchor Windlass : None
Anchor Roller : One at bow

Comments:
There is a foredeck locker for chain and anchor stowage. Chain and rode were not pulled
for inspection or measurement.

ELECTRICAL

Lighting System : 12 volt DC and 110 volt AC
Power Source : Batteries, alternator, shore cord
No/Type Batteries : (2) Group # 27 wet cell
Type of Wire : Copper strand
Cond. of Wiring : Well secured, protected from chafe
Master Disconnect Switch: 3 way for DC at panel, circuit breaker for AC
Circuit Protection : Circuit breakers for 110 volt AC and 12 volt DC
Battery Charger : Heart Interface inverter/charger "Freedom 10"

Comments:

Vessel is fitted with a 12 volt DC shipboard system and a 110 volt AC shore power
connection by way of a 30 amp shore power extension cord. Circuit breakers are provided
for the 110 volt and 12 volt systems. Batteries are secured and covered. Wiring is bundled
and secured from movement. The majority of the large cables are marine grade
tinned/copper stranded.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

TYPE DATE CHARGED LOCATION

4 lb. ABC dry chemical 2005 galley

Comments:
Vessel should have at least one more fire extinguisher.
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SPARS, RIGGING & SAILS

Mast Material : Painted aluminum
Boom Material : Painted aluminum by Ballenger Spars
Standing Rigging : 1 x 19 stainless steel
Terminal Fittings : Swedge
Masthead Fitting : Aluminum
Mast Tangs : Through bolted stainless steel
Turnbuckles : Open barrel
Chain Plates : Stainless steel
Running Rigging : Braided dacron
Stem Fitting : Stainless steel
Bowsprit Fitting : -

WINCHES

TYPE LOCATION

(2) Lewmar # 34 self tailing cockpit
(2) Barient # 28 self tailing cockpit
(2) Harken # 32 self tailing cabin top
(1) Barient # 22 mast

SAILS

TYPE CONDITION

Sails were not inspected. As listed by owner: New Mainsail, new 135 % jib, new 120% jib,
(2) Spinnakers, 110% jib

Comments:

Mast and rigging were viewed from deck level only. Owner reports standing rigging and
mast are approximately four years old. No indications of stress cracks were found in the
swedge end fittings. No broken wire strands, kinks or areas of wear in the wire were noted.
Standing rigging and turnbuckles show without excess corrosion. All fittings are generally
clean. The mast paint coating above deck is glossy and still appears in new condition. There
is a drainage problem at the mast base which has caused minor poultice corrosion and
paint bubbling on the mast. Running rigging is in serviceable condition. The mast is tuned
and appears in column. There are no significant indentations to the extrusion.

Mast is a single length painted aluminum spar stepped on the keel. It is masthead rigged
and equipped with a Harken roller furling system on the headstay. The mast has double
spreaders and is stayed with uppers, intermediates, fore and aft lowers and a single
backstay fitted with a Navtec hydraulic adjuster. Halyards and control lines are led aft
through organizer blocks to line brakes at the rear of the cabin. The main sheet traveler
track, cars and blocks are by Harken. There is a ridged boom vang.
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GALLEY EQUIPMENT & WATER TANKS

Stoves : 3 burner with oven by Force 10
Condition : Not tested. Appears very clean
Fuel : CNG
Solenoid Switch : None viewed
Fuel Tank : One steel 80 cu ft.
Location : Starboard cockpit locker
Water Tanks : Two stainless steel
Total Capacity : N/A
Location : Below the port and starboard settes
Refrigeration : Norcold AC/DC Model #SCQT-6407
Heating System : -

Comments:

Vessel is fitted with a hot and cold pressure water system with faucets at head and galley
areas. The pressure pump is a Jabsco 4.5 gpm pump. Galley is fitted with a single ss sink
with dual knob faucet. There is a Whale foot pump for fresh water.

ELECTRONICS

VHF : West Marine
Auto Pilot : Raytheon
Stereo : Sony CD/radio with Bose outdoor speakers
Depth Sounder : Raytheon ST 60
GPS : Raymarine C120 chart plotter
Other : Raytheon ST 60, wind speed/direction, knotmeter

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
6 Gallon SS Hot Water Heater, Canvas Covers for: Winches, Mainsail, Steering Pedestal,
(8) Line Brakes, Transom SS Boarding Ladder, Carbon Fiber Spinnaker Pole, Teak
Cockpit Table, Weems & Plath Clock and Barometer and Tide Clock.
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SUMMARY OF INSPECTION

At the request of Mr. Dan Knox and on the date of December 30, 2008 this surveyor performed
an inspection of the vessel “LUNA SEA”, a Islander 36 sloop with Hull ID # XLY365790380-
1, while hauled out of the water at the Bay Marine Boat Yard in Pt. Richmond, Ca. The purpose
of the inspection was to inspect the vessel, note its general condition, list the ships equipment,
document the vessel’s registration and hull number and place a value on the craft in its present
condition. On the interior portion of the survey, all loose floorboards and bunk cushions were
lifted or removed and any gear shifted as may have been necessary to facilitate as accurate a
survey as possible without removing fixed joinerwork.

THIS SURVEY IS SUBMITTED IN GOOD FAITH AND CONSTITUTES A DESCRIPTION OF
THE CONDITION AS THEN FOUND. THE SURVEYOR ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR
ANY DEFECTS AND IS TO BE HELD HARMLESS FOR ANY CONDITIONS SUBSEQUENTY
ARISING. THIS REPORT DOES NOT WARRANT, EXPRESSLY OR IMPLIED, OR
GUARANTEE THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE YACHT.

Comments :

This vessel was visually inspected and sounded (hammer tested) while hauled out of the water
only. The inspection covered all accessible areas. Through hull fittings were located and an
attempt was made to operate all accessible sea valves. The 12 volt electrical systems were
operated. Mast and rigging were viewed from deck level. Rigging fittings and components were
viewed with a magnifying glass. However, inspection was not possible in, under or behind
tankage and internal liners. The capacities of tankage were not determined nor were tanks
pressure tested for leakage. The machinery was not activated, opened or otherwise tested. No
fluid samples were taken. Batteries were not loaded tested. Areas and components which require
test boring or tools to access have not been inspected. Sails were not examined.

 The asterisked (*) items listed on the following pages under “Findings and
Recommendations” should be attended to insure the safe operation of this vessel and/or to
meet current United States Coast Guard Federal requirements.

 The remaining Findings and Recommendations are included as observations found during
the course of this inspection and are mentioned for the owner’s consideration and for
future maintenance scheduling.

The scope of this survey report is confined to the attending surveyor’s opinion as to the
general physical condition and estimated market value of the vessel at the time of the survey.
It does not include a determination as to the limitation of seaworthiness of the vessel nor does
it include stability tests necessary to determine such limitations nor does it attempt to itemize
waters unsuitable for the vessels use.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

****THE FOLLOWING ASTERISKED (*) ITEMS SHOULD BE ATTENDED TO AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE TO INSURE THE SAFE OPERATION OF THIS VESSEL.

****THESE ARE ITEMS THAT COULD AFFECT THE SAFETY OF THE VESSEL OR
DO NOT MEET US COAST GUARD REQUIREMENTS.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

1. (*)
Vessel is required by the US Coast Guard to carry currently dated visual distress signals, a
sound producing device that can be heard for at least one-half mile and an approved life jacket
for each person on board.

Safety gear was not examined during this inspection and should be the owner’s responsibility.

ELECTRICAL

2. (*)
The wiring at the AC inlet is small gauged (about 12” of it) and its connections are only finger
twisted…..Provide larger gauge wiring and join with marine grade chimp type connections.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

3. (*)
Service and inspect the onboard fire extinguisher. Add at least one more extinguisher. Attach
current date tags to help determine next servicing. Fire extinguishers should be located at
visually accessible locations.

****THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ARE INCLUDED AS
OBSERVATIONS FOUND DURING THE COURSE OF THIS INSPECTION AND ARE
MENTIONED FOR THE OWNERS CONSIDERATIONS AND FUTURE
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING

ENGINE

4.
A water hose (with red tape) is worn from chafe.….Provide chafe material.

5.
Consider removing the loose coupling set screw for examination.
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

6.
The aft port side base of the bow pulpit is loose and leaking….Re-bed and secure.

SEA CONNECTIONS

7.
The ball valves used for the head discharge and head intake shows indications of prior
weepage…..Consider disassembly for inspection and re-bedding of threads.

8.
The hose for the engine shaft packing gland is aging……Consider replacement at the vessel’s
next years haul out.

ELECTRICAL

9.
Provide terminal boots over the battery posts to prevent accidental contact.

SPARS AND RIGGING

10.
Re-bed all chain plates.

11.
Provide a means of drainage at the base of the mast.

GALLEY EQUIPMENT

12.
The forward plastic fitting at the starboard side of the water heater is slight loose and weeped
when touched.

13.
When viewed from the main bilges, the plywood under the port side water tank was found wet.
Tank is suspected to be leaking.

GENERAL

14.
A copy of the California registration papers were not viewed on board during this inspection.
The builder’s hull number is stamped at the upper starboard corner of the transom. A photo was
taken of that number and is included here.
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15.
The majority of the surfaces of the fuel and water tanks could not be examined due to lack of
access. There were no obvious indications of leakage or smell of fuel noted. Further information
can be obtained by pressure testing the tanks to 3 psi and observing any pressure drop over a 24
hour period and/or filling the tanks observing for leakage.

16.
In attendance during the majority of this inspection: Mr. Dan Knox: Vessel owner.
****End of findings one through sixteen****
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KENT PARKER
NAMS  CERTIFIED MARINE SURVEYOR

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
1987 to present

 Certified Marine Surveyor, Member of National Association of Marine Surveyors
Former Chairman of the N.A.M.S. Qualification & Certification Committee, a Committee
who’s mission is to create and correct examinations for testing Surveyor Candidates
attempting to attain NAMS Certification designation. Former Chairman of N.A.M.S. 2007
Grievance Committee.

 Twice attended an eleven week course “Composite Boat Design and Construction” developed
by the University of Michigan, Albert Horsmon instructor

 Member of the National Association of Corrosion Engineers, the American Society of

Nondestructive Testing and the American Boat & Yacht Council.

 Received certificate in Marine Surveying from The Wooden Boat School located in
Brooklyn, Maine. Instructor: Capt. Giffy Full, NAMS, CMS

 Received certificate in Marine Corrosion from Westlawn Institute of Marine Technology.

 Received certificates in Electrolytic and Galvanic Corrosion from the Atlantic Marine
Surveyors and from the Electro-Guard Corporation.

 Received certificate in Marine Insurance from The Assoc. of Marine Underwriters of San
Francisco

 Recently sold a 36' Herreshoff “Nereia” ketch and has restored four wood sailboats from 16'
to 32'. Began sailing at the age of three. Has logged approximately 20,000 ocean miles.

1980 - 1987

 Owner/operator of Parker Woodworks, a marine related business engaged in repairing,
rebuilding, and alterations to wood, steel, aluminum and fiberglass yachts under 110 '.

 Builder of the revolutionary keel design, "The Geek" of the Golden Gate Challenge 12 Meter
Yacht "U.S.A." for the America's Cup in Australia.

 Consultant and advisor to Brian O'Donaghue, Marine Surveyor, for three years.

 Worked with Bill Muganthaler, Marine Surveyor, surveying wood and aluminum masts from
aloft for over a three year period.

1972 - 1979

Worked for W.C.Garvie Boatbuilders, served apprenticeship in traditional wooden boat
building and in all aspects of fiberglass construction and repair of FRP and composites. Became
proficient in metal fabricating and welding, 12 volt electrical installations, engine and systems
installations and design and layout of yacht interiors. Attained the position of principal
shipwright.
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